Qualitative models are predictive models which describe how changes in values of input variables aect the output variable in qualitative terms, e.g. increasing or decreasing. We describe Padé, a new method for qualitative learning which estimates partial derivatives of the target function from training data and uses them to induce qualitative models of the target function. We formulated three methods for computation of derivatives, all based on using linear regression on local neighbourhoods. The methods were empirically tested on articial and real-world data. We also provide a case study which shows how the developed methods can be used in practice.
Introduction
People most often reason qualitatively. For example, playing with a simple pendulum, a ve year old child discovers that the period of the pendulum increases if he uses a longer rope. Although most of us are later taught a more accurate numerical model describing the same behaviour, T = 2π l/g, we keep relying on the more operational qualitative relation in everyday's life. Still, despite Turing's proposition that articial intelligence should mimic human intelligence, not much work has been done so far in trying to learn such models from data.
We can formally describe the relation between the period of a pendulum T , its length l and the gravitational acceleration g as T = Q(+l, −g), meaning that the period increases with l and decreases with g. Dierent denitions of qualitative relations are discussed in related work. We will base ours on partial derivatives: a function f is in positive (negative) qualitative relation with x over a region R if the partial derivative of f with respect to x is positive (negative) over the entire R, f = Q R (+x) ≡ ∀x 0 ∈ R : ∂f ∂x (x 0 ) > 0
(1) and f = Q R (−x) ≡ ∀x 0 ∈ R : ∂f ∂x (x 0 ) < 0.
Qualitative models are predictive models which describe qualitative relations between input variables and a continuous output, for instance if z > 0 ∧ x > 0 then f = Q(+x),
For sake of clarity, we omitted specifying the region since it is obvious from the context.
In this paper we propose a new, two-step approach to induction of qualitative models from data. Let the data describe a sampled function given as a set of examples (x, y), where x are attributes and y is the function value.
In the rst step we estimate the partial derivative at each point covered by a learning example. We replace the value of the output y for each example with the sign of the corresponding derivative q. Each relabelled example, (x, q), de- scribes the qualitative behaviour of the function at a single point. In the second step, a general-purpose machine learning algorithm is used to generalize from this relabelled data, resulting in a qualitative model describing the function's (qualitative) behaviour in the entire domain.
Such models describe the relation between the output and a single input variable in dependence of other attributes. For instance, we can model the conditions (e.g. public debt, taxation, ination rate) at which an increase of interest rates will increase/decrease the unemployment. To describe the inuence of multiple inputs (e.g. the eect of interest rates and of ination and taxation on unemployment) we need to induce multiple models.
The paper includes three major contributions. The rst one is the idea of transforming the problem of learning qualitative models to that of learning ordinary predictive models. Second, we present a new method called Padé 1 for computing partial derivatives from data typical for machine learning. We show three ways of computing the derivatives, all based on variations of local linear regression. Finally, we provide an extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed setup.
Related Work
The beginnings of the eld of qualitative reasoning go back to early work done outside AI. Jeries and May [1, 2] introduced qualitative stability in ecology, whereas Samuelson [3] discussed the use of qualitative reasoning in economics. The papers by Forbus [4] , de Kleer and Brown [5] , and Kuipers [6] describe approaches that became the foundations of much of qualitative reasoning work in AI. Kalagnanam et al. [7, 8, 9] contributed to the mathematical foundations of qualitative reasoning.
There are a number of approaches to qualitative system identication, also known as learning qualitative models from data. Most of this work is concerned with the learning of QDE (Qualitative Dierential Equations) models.
One approach is to translate a numerical system's behaviour in time into a qualitative representation, and then check which QDE constraints (or QSIMtype constraints [6] ) are satised by the qualitative behaviour. The resulting constraints constitute a qualitative model. Examples of this approach are the programs GENMODEL [10, 11] , MISQ [12, 13] and QSI [14] . A similar approach can be carried out with a general purpose ILP system (Inductive Logic Programming) to induce a model from qualitative behaviours, which enjoys the advantages of the power and exibility of ILP. This approach was developed in [15, 16, 17] . Dºeroski and Todorovski developed several approaches to discovering dynamics. QMN [18] generates models in the form of qualitative differential equations. LAGRANGE [19] and LAGRAMGE [20] can describe the observed behaviour in the form of dierential and partial dierential equations respectively. SQUID [21] nds models in terms of semi-quantitative dierential equations. Gerçeker and Say [22] t polynomials to numerical data and use them to induce qualitative models. We believe that their algorithm LYQUID can also be used in static systems although they experiment only with dynamic systems.
1 An acronym for partial derivative, and the name of a famous French mathematician
Qualitative models of dynamic systems are not necessarily based on QDE.
For example, the KARDIO model of the heart [23] uses symbolic descriptions in logic instead. QuMas [24, 25] learned such models from example qualitative behaviours in time and used a kind of ILP for that.
In this paper we only consider static systems. Systems that learn dynamic qualitative models can, to some extent also learn static models by simply not using the functionality for handling temporal dependencies. However, since such systems are intended for dynamic models, their capability in handling static relations are limited, for example to searching for only those static constraints that hold over the whole problem space. The QUIN algorithm [26, 27, 28] is specically intended for learning qualitative models of static systems, and is therefore the most relevant to the present paper. QUIN induces qualitative trees which are similar to classication trees but have dierent leaf nodes. The leaves of a qualitative tree contain qualitative constraints (e.g. z = M +− (x, y), For instance, most other algorithms for learning qualitative models only handle numerical attributes. Since Padé can be combined with any machine learning method, the learner can also use discrete attributes at no extra cost.
Outside articial intelligence, there are several numerical methods for computation of derivatives at a given point. Such numerical derivatives could be used for modelling qualitative behaviour. Unfortunately, numerical dierentiation computes the function value at points chosen by the algorithm, while we are limited to a given data sample.
Computation of Partial Derivatives
We will denote a learning example as (x, y), where x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n ) and y is the value of the unknown sampled function, y = f (x).
We will introduce three methods for estimation of partial derivative of f at point x 0 . The simplest one assumes that the function is linear in a small hyper- 
Our task is to nd the vector of partial derivatives, ∇f (x 0 ). We can solve this as a linear regression problem by rephrasing (3) as a linear model
where the task is to nd β (and β 0 ) with the minimal sum of squared errors m over N (x 0 ). The error term m covers the remainder of the Taylor expansion, R 2 , as well as noise in the data. The size of the neighbourhood N (x 0 ) should reect the density of examples and the amplitude of noise. Instead of setting a predened radius (e.g. ||x m − x 0 || < δ), we consider a neighbourhood of k nearest examples and weigh the points according to their distance from x 0 ,
The parameter σ 2 is tted so that the farthest example has a negligible weight of 0.001.
This transforms the problem into locally weighted regression (LWR) [29] , where the regression coecients represent partial derivatives,
where
The computed β estimates the vector of partial derivatives ∇f (x 0 ).
As usual in linear regression, the inverse in (6) can be replaced by pseudoinverse to increase the stability of the method.
τ -regression
The τ -regression algorithm diers from LWR in the shape of the neighbourhood of the reference point. It starts with κ examples in a hyper-sphere, which is generally larger than that for LWR, but then keeps only k examples that lie closest to the axis of dierentiation (Figure 1b ). Let us assume without loss of generality that we compute the derivative with regard to the rst argument x 1 . The neighbourhood N (x 0 ) thus contains k examples with the smallest distance ||x m − x 0 || \1 chosen from the κ examples with the smallest distance ||x m − x 0 ||, where || · || \i represents the distance computed over all dimensions except the i-th.
With a suitable selection of κ and k, we can assume x m1 − x 01 x mi − x 0i for all i > 1 for most examples x m . If we also assume that partial derivatives with regard to dierent arguments are comparable in size, we get ∂f /∂x 1 (
We can thus omit all dimensions but the rst from the scalar product in (3):
for (x m , y m ) ∈ N (x 0 ). We again set up a linear model,
where β 1 approximates the derivative ∂f ∂x 1 (x 0 ). The task is to nd the value of β 1 which minimizes error over N (x 0 ).
Examples in N (x 0 ) are weighted according to their distance from x 0 along the axis of dierentiation,
where σ is again set so that the farthest example has a weight of 0.001.
The described linear model can be solved by weighted univariate linear regression over the neighbourhood N (x 0 ),
Parallel pairs
Consider two examples (x m , y m ) and (x l , y l ) which are close to x 0 and aligned with the x 1 axis, ||x m − x l || ≈ |x m1 − x l1 |. Under these premises we can suppose that both examples correspond to the same linear model (9) with the same coecients β 0 and β 1 . Subtracting (9) for y m and y l gives
where y (m,l) = y m − y l and x (m,l)1 = x m1 − y l1 . The dierence y m − y l is therefore linear with the dierence in the attribute values x m1 and x l1
Coecient β 1 again approximates the derivative
. Note that the model has no intercept term, β 0 .
To compute the derivative using (12) we take the spherical neighbourhood like the one from the rst method, LWR. For each pair we compute its alignment with the x 1 axis using a scalar product with the base vector e 1 ,
We select the k best aligned pairs from κ points in the hyper-sphere around x 0 ( Figure 1c ) and assign them weights corresponding to the alignment,
with σ 2 set so that the smallest weight equals 0.001.
The derivative is again computed using univariate linear regression,
Experiments
We rst performed an extensive set of experiments on articially constructed problems. These data sets are used to test Padé with respect to accuracy, the eect of irrelevant attributes and the eect of noise in the data.
To assess the accuracy of induced models, we compute the derivatives and the model from the entire data set. We then check whether the predictions of the model match the analytically computed partial derivatives. We dene the accuracy of Padé as the proportion of examples with correctly predicted qualitative partial derivatives. Note that this procedure does not require separate training and testing data set since the correct answer with which the prediction is compared is not used in induction of the model. Where not stated otherwise, experimental results represent averages of ten trials.
Another set of experiments was performed on real-world data. Since the ground truth (the correct partial derivative) on such data sets is not necessarily known, we can not compute the predictive accuracy of the model. In such cases, stability is often used as a measure of quality of a machine learning method [30] .
Stability measures the inuence that variation of the input has on the output of a system. The motivation for such analysis is to design robust systems that will not be aected by noise and randomness in sampling.
In experiments with the parallel pairs method we reduced the number of arguments to be tted by setting κ = k. Since the rst batch of experiments on articial data sets suggested that parameter settings do not signicantly aect the performance of methods, we use constant values in other experiments: we use k = 20 for LWR and parallel pairs, and κ = 100 and k = 20 for τ -regression, except for real-world data sets where we decreased κ to 50 due to a smaller number of examples.
For LWR, we used ridge regression to compute the ill-posed inverse in (6).
We used C4.5 as reimplemented in Orange [31] for induction of qualitative models. We preferred this algorithm over potentially more accurate methods, like SVM, since one of our goals was to induce comprehensible models. Besides that, most articial data sets are simple enough to require only a single-node tree or a tree with two leaves only. C4.5 was run with default settings except where noted otherwise.
Accuracy on articial data sets
We performed experiments with three mathematical functions:
We sampled them uniform randomly in 1000 points in the range [−10, 10] × [−10, 10].
2 is a standard test function often used in [27] . Its partial derivative w.r.t. x is ∂f /∂x = 2x, so f = Q(+x) if x > 0 and f = Q(−x) if x < 0. Since the function's behaviour with respect to y is similar, we observed only results for ∂f /∂x. The accuracy of all methods is close to 100% (Table 1) .
Changing the values of parameters has no major eect except for τ regression, where short (κ = 30 and κ = 50) and wide (k ≥ 10) tubes give better accuracy 
while for very long tubes (κ = 100) the accuracy decreases with k. The latter can indicate that longer tubes reach across the boundary between the positive and negative values of x. Induced tree models have the same high accuracy. Function f (x, y) = x 3 − y is globally monotone, increasing in x and decreasing in y in the whole region. The function is interesting because its much stronger dependency on x can obscure the role of y. All methods have a 100% accuracy with regard to x. Prediction of function's behaviour w.r.t. y proves to be dicult: the accuracy of τ -regression is 5060% and the accuracy of LWR is just over 70% (Table 2) . Parallel pairs seem undisturbed by the inuence of x and estimate the sign of ∂f /∂y with accuracy of more than 95% with proper parameter settings.
An interesting observation here is that the accuracy of induced qualitative tree models highly exceeds that of point-wise partial derivatives. For instance, qualitative models for derivatives by LWR reach 95100% despite the low, 70%
accuracy of estimates of the derivative. When generalizing from labels denoting qualitative derivatives, incorrect labels are scattered randomly enough that C4.5 recognizes them as noise and induces a tree with a single node. 
Function f (x, y) = sin x sin y has partial derivatives ∂f /∂x = cos x sin y and ∂f /∂y = cos y sin x, which change their signs multiple times in the observed region. The accuracy of all methods is mostly between 80 and 90 percent, degrading with larger neighbourhoods (Table 3) . However, the accuracy of C4.5 barely exceeds 50% which we would get by making random predictions.
Rather than a limitation of Padé, this shows the (expected) inability of C4.5 to learn this checkboard-like concept.
Since qualitative modelling has been traditionally interested in examples from physics, we also tested Padé's ability to rediscover three simple physical laws from computer generated data. Each domain is described by an equation which was used to obtained 1000 uniform random samples.
Centripetal force. The centripetal force F on an object of mass m moving at a speed v along a circular path with radius r is
We prepared a data set for this target concept with m sampled randomly from [0. (b) Accuracy of qualitative models induced by C4.5. Table 3 : Results of experiments with f (x, y) = sin x sin y.
Apart from the failure of τ -regression on ∂F/∂m, which we cannot explain, the proportion of correctly computed qualitative partial derivatives (Table 4a ) is around 100%. C4.5 correctly induced single-node trees predicting F = Q(+m), F = Q(+v) and F = Q(−r).
Gravitation. Newton's law of universal gravitation states that a point mass attracts another point mass by a force pointing along the line intersecting both points with the force equal to
where F is gravitational force, G is the gravitational constant, m 1 and m 2 are the points' masses, and r is the distance between the two point masses. We prepared a data set where m 1 and m 2 were sampled randomly from [0.1, 1] and r from [0.1, 2].
Padé again reached almost 100% accuracy (Table 4b ) and C4.5 induced correct models F = Q(+m 1 ), F = Q(+m 2 ) and F = Q(−r).
Pendulum. The period T of the rst swing of a pendulum w.r. 
.).
The mass was again chosen randomly from [0.1, 1], the length was from [0.1, 2], the angle was between −180 and 180 degrees, and g = 9.81. Table 4c shows the accuracies for dependency of the force on the length and the angle. All methods achieved 100% accuracy for the length, i.e. for each learning example the qualitative derivative equals the ground truth.
The qualitative model describing the relation between T and ϕ depends on the value of ϕ. C4.5 induced a qualitative tree shown in Fig. 2 from data labelled by LWR. The models based on τ -regression and parallel pairs are the same the only dierence is in the split threshold at the root node which is −2.7 deg for τ -regression and −2.28 deg for parallel pairs. The tree states that for negative angles the period T decreases with ϕ while for positive angles it increases with ϕ. In other words, the period increases with the absolute value of ϕ.
Eect of irrelevant attributes
Many real-world data sets include large number of attributes with no eect on the function value. The following experiment shows the robustness of Padé in such cases.
We consider data sets obtained by sampling f (x, y) = x 2 − y 2 and f (x, y) = xy as described above and observe the correctness of partial derivatives computed by Padé when 050 random attributes from the same interval as x and y, [−10, 10] , are added to the domain. The graphs in Fig. 3 show how the accuracy drops with the increasing number of added irrelevant attributes for each method. Table 5 : Eect of noise on the accuracy of computed qualitative partial derivatives for f (x, y) = x 2 − y 2 with random noise from N (0, σ).
We observe a steep drop in the accuracy of LWR which we can ascribe to the fact that LWR is multivariate and is solving an ill-conditioned system as the number of attributes approaches k. Parallel pairs and τ -regression avoid this problem by computing the derivative by a single attribute at a time.
As for comparison between τ -regression and parallel pairs, we performed the same experiment with other similar functions and found that no method consistently outperforms the other.
Coping with noise
In this experiment we add various amounts of noise to the function value.
The target function is f (x, y) = x 2 − y 2 dened on [−10, 10] × [−10, 10] which puts f in [−100, 100]. We added Gaussian noise with a mean of 0 and variance 0, 10, 30, and 50, i.e. from no noise to the noise in the range comparable to the signal itself. We measured the accuracy of derivatives and models induced by C4.5. Since the data contains noise, we set the C4.5's parameter m (minimal number of examples in a leaf ) to 10% of the examples of our data set, m = 100.
We repeated the experiment with each amount of noise 100 times and computed the average accuracies.
The results are shown in Table 5 . Padé is quite robust despite the huge amount of noise. As in other experiments on articial data sets, we again observed that C4.5 is able to learn almost perfect models despite the drop in correctness of derivatives at higher noise levels.
Stability on real-world data sets
In measurements of stability we ran Padé on six UCI ML repository [32] data sets (servo, imports-85, galaxy, prostate, housing, auto-mpg) and the four articial data sets (xy, x 2 −y 2 , x 3 −y, sin x sin y) which were already used in previous experiments. For each data set we created 100 bootstrap samples and for each sample we computed qualitative partial derivatives of the class w.r.t. all continuous attributes for each example. We dened stability w.r.t. attribute x i for example x m , β xm (x i ), as the proportion of the prevailing derivatives (Q xm (+x i ) or Q xm (−x i )) among all positive and negative derivatives predicted for x m ,
The total stability with regard to attribute x i is the average stability across all examples in the data set. We prefer β close to 1, which happens when most of the qualitative predictions for this derivative are the same. The lowest possible β is 0.5. The settings for all methods were k = 20 and κ = 50 for τ -regression. The lower value of κ was used due to a smaller number of examples. Results in Table 6 show the average stability of the partial derivative of the outcome w.r.t.
to each attribute.
Altogether there are 46 continuous attributes in all domains. We ranked performances of methods for each attribute, where rank 1 was assigned to the best method and rank 3 to the worst one. Averaging over all attributes showed that the parallel pairs method is the most stable with a rank of 1.80, slightly behind is the τ -regression method with 1.84, while the LWR method achieved a considerably worse rank of 2.35.
Case study: Billiards
To show a practical use of the proposed methods, we analyse a problem from billiards. Billiards is a common name for table games played with a stick and a set of balls, such as snooker or pool and their variants. The goals of the games vary, but the main idea is common to all: the player uses the stick to stroke the cue ball aiming at another ball to achieve the desired eect. The friction between the table and the balls, the spin of the cue ball and the collision of the balls combine into a very complex physical system [33] . However, an amateur player can learn the basic principles of how to stroke the cue ball without knowing much about the physics behind it. Table 6 : Stability on real and articial data sets. The numbers correspond to stabilities of LWR, τ -regression and parallel pairs, respectively. (Fig. 5) .
We model the relation between the azimuth and the angle as it depends on four attributes (Table 7) : the horizontal and the vertical angle of the stick, called azimuth and elevation, respectively, as well as the follow (forward/backward spin; see Table 7 : The observed variables in the billiards case study.
We used the billiards simulator [34] to collect a sample of 5000 randomly chosen scenarios. We chose to use τ -regression with parameters as usual, κ = 100, k = 20. We induced a qualitative tree using C4.5 and asked the experts for their interpretation of the model.
The tree induced by C4.5 is shown in Fig. 7a . The experts found the model much easier to understand than a set of equations and the knowledge easier to transfer to the actual game. They were also able to recast the original tree into a simpler model (Fig. 7b ). As such, it can serve conceptualization of the domain useful for beginners.
The tree rst splits on attribute follow. which adds to the spin that the cue ball acquires due to rolling. In this case, azimuth has a dierent eect on the black ball. Having a forward spin, the cue ball has a tendency to roll forward after the collision. For azimuth approximately between −8 and 8 degrees, increasing (decreasing) the azimuth also increases (decreases) the reection angle. For greater absolute values of azimuth the cue ball only partially hits the black ball which causes the reection angle to become negatively related with the azimuth. Our model also correctly recognized the two important attributes, follow and azimuth. The other two, elevation and velocity indeed have no eect on reection angle in our context, according to the expert opinion.
We have consequently tested the obtained qualitative relations in the simulator by simulating small changes in azimuth while leaving the values of other attributes constant and observing the reection angle. We found all rules correct apart from some small deviations regarding the numerical values of the splits in the qualitative tree.
Discussion and conclusion
The three methods for computation of derivatives dier in their theoretical background, which leads to dierences in their performance.
LWR is a multivariate method, computing all derivatives at once, while the other two are univariate. This mostly puts LWR at a disadvantage. LWR is more sensitive to the size of data set: if the number of attributes is comparable to (or even greater) than the number of points on which the regression is computed (in our case, this is the number of examples in the neighbourhood, k, and not the total size of the data set), the LWR is solving an ill-conditioned system. This problem clearly surfaces in our experiments with irrelevant attributes. The other two methods take one attribute at a time and do not run into this problem.
When the number of attributes is small, LWR however gives satisfactory results.
LWR also fared considerably worse on real-world data sets where we evaluated the methods indirectly by testing their stability. The lower stability of LWR reects its higher complexity. Based on multivariate regression, the number of parameters that LWR optimises equals the number of attributes. The higher complexity of the LWR method allows it to t the data better, i.e. it has lower bias at the cost of higher variance. Therefore, LWR can in theory better estimate derivatives when compared to the other two, but it can overt on data with many attributes. This property is also manifested in our experiments, where LWR performed considerably worse on domains with many attributes The dierence between the τ -regression and parallel pairs is subtle. The τ -regression computes the derivative inside a somewhat longer tube, whose length is governed by the parameter κ, which we typically set to 50100. It assumes that the function is linear in a longer region, and the error comes mostly from violating this assumption. Parallel pairs use a smaller vicinity; in most experiments we set κ and k to 20. The function is thus required to be linear only close to x 0 . The price to pay is that the derivative is smoothed over a hyper-disc perpendicular to the axis of dierentiation instead of being computed at x 0 , as in τ -regression. This may cause problems if the derivative strongly depends upon other arguments of the function. We were however unable to experimentally nd any practical consequences of this theoretical dierence between the τ -regression and parallel pairs. In general, recommending one method for a particular context is equally impossible as recommending a machine learning algorithm for a certain domain. A general approach should be to try both.
Experiments demonstrate that while computation of partial derivatives is often dicult and prone to errors, even quite unreliable estimates usually result in correct qualitative models. Even a modest learning algorithm such as C4.5
is able to reduce the noise in the computed derivatives and build models which almost perfectly match the target function.
Apart from ignoring the noisy labels, the C4.5 task was rather trivial for most articial domains as it required inducing a tree with one or two leaves. It was put to a more serious test in a case study from billiards. It has induced a correct model which also demonstrates the basic advantage of qualitative modelling over standard regression modelling: the model we induced presents the general principles which can be used by a player, while a regression model would describe complex numerical relationships which would probably be dicult to comprehend and certainly impossible to use at the billiards table.
While this model is still rather small and simple, real-world qualitative models induced by experts, such as Samuelson [3] and Jeries and May [1, 2], do not get any more complex than this neither. It may be that either the world is simpler than expected when described qualitatively, or that humans are used to reason using simple models which skip over the details, which are included only in specic models for particular contexts.
In summary, we introduced a new approach to learning qualitative models which diers from existing approaches by its trick of translating the learning problem into a classication problem and then applying the general-purpose learning methods to solve it. To focus the paper, we mostly explored the rst step which involves the estimation of partial derivatives. The second step opens a number of other interesting research problems not explicitly discussed here.
One is exploration of other, more powerful learning algorithms. Is our above assumption of the simplicity of the world in qualitative terms correct, or would using, say, support vector machines, result in much better models? Another interesting question is how to combine models for derivatives with respect to individual arguments into a single model describing the function's behaviour with respect to all arguments. One approach may be to use multi-label learning methods to model all derivatives at once. We leave these questions open for further research in the area.
